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Title FBI File 92-HQ-3051 Serial #70: Benjamin Lassoff, aka, AR

Date 1961-08-03

Abstract This indicates that these three telephones are not currently being utilized by
LASSOFF in connection with his gambling operations or that a system has been
devised whereby long distance calls are being made from these telephones,
however, a device is being utilized to circumvent the billing of these calls.
[...]  Cincinnati is attempting to determnine whether or not a system has been
devised by LASSOFF whereby long distance calls are placed throughout the
country, however no record or such call is recorded at the telphone company.  If
such a system is being utilized it would indicate a violation of the federal
excise tax laws or possibly a species of the Fraud By Wire violation.
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SUBJECT:

FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

_____'- Inrgrect 1dentity) .I ...J~

~ &, to date has detennined that three
telephones presently located at 1041 Monmouth Street, New
port,Kentucky (Stables Cafe), indicates that the total
bills owed for a period of one month does not exceed ~45.00.

DWM:fba

This indicates that these three telephones are
not currently being utilized by LASSOFF in connection~th

his gambling operations, or that a system has been devised
whereby long distance calls are being made from these tele
phones, however, a device is being utilized to circumvent
the billing of such calls. Itclooks as though, however,
additional phones are being used at the Stables Cafe which
are unlisted or obtained under a phony business. The tele-
phone company is attempting to obtain information relative " j

to the exact number of telephones presettly in use at 1041 il:i
JIo

'"

Monmouth Street, along with the long distance tolls and the
amount of the bills pertain~g to any addit~ telellhones.
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Transmit the foliowiM in PlAIN TEXT Date: 3/8/61 .•/\
(Typ~ in plain text or code)

A I R TEL AIRMAIL :
Via I

(Priori.y or Me.hod of Mailing) I
________________________------------------------L-----__
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Cincinnati is attempting to determine whether or
not a ays·tem has been devised by lASSOFF whereby long dis
tance calls are placed throughout the country, however,no
record of such call is recorded at the telephone company.
If such a system is being utilized, it would indicate a
violation of the federal excise tax laws or possibly a species
of the Fraud by Wire violation.
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